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April 2022 Market Recap

WHAT YOU'LL FIND INSIDE:

The spring High Point Market proved to feel like a
reunion after the limitations of 2020-2021. Designers,
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dealers, and manufacturers attended in large numbers

TRENDS IN 2022

eager to see feel and experience new products, new
fabrics, and an overall highly energized Market
experience. We were excited to reveal our new collection
by Scott Carpenter. New designs from an ingenious
Furniture designer that uses fabrics and architectural
design in his approach to his new collection.

NEW WEBSITE
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Trends in 2022
We asked some of our designers to share their thoughts about
2022 furniture and design trends. As comfort remains a
priority in 2022, expect to continue seeing softlines and
curves incorporated into upholstery and casegoods. Art Deco
details like fluted and ribbed are being used on our sofas,
chairs, and casegoods. In the last quarter of 2021 we leaned
towards tweeds and crushed velvet with an influence of pale
blues and greens which launched the inspirational design of
2022. Well-crafted, timeless pieces have taken precedence
over mass-produced items. Vintage furniture will be revived
and incorporated into design to reflect individual taste and
style. With people less focused on item relevancy and more
focused on item quality, we can expect to see a mixture of old
and new furniture pieces, creating a sense of nostalgia within
the home. With the mix of trending and antique styles, 2022
has proven to be the year of timeless design. This year, we
have seen patterns inspired by nature. Looking back on when
more time was spent indoors, an emphasis was placed on
creating calming environments, this trend is continuing. This
continues to be achieved by incorporating plants and creating
a visual connection with nature. In addition to floral and
foliage patterns, we saw an earthy color palette. Pale blues
and greens are colors that were introduced with white
backgrounds, bringing nature indoors. The light and airy
scheme aimed to promote physical and mental health benefits
by boosting productivity and reducing stress. In 2022 and
years to come, designers are focusing on optimizing mental
health and sustainability so customers can make mindful
purchases without compromise.

Website
A new home page designed just for you. Explore our
showroom with ease and shop all products in the click of a
button. Whether you are looking to design your dream
furniture with our Preferred Program or shop Made Up Stock
products, our NEW straightforward layout makes it simple to
navigate all Tomlinson Companies has to offer.

OUR HIGH POINT SHOWROOM
IS OPEN ALL YEAR LONG
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